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Toss-Up Questions

1. In late antiquity, two false “eyewitness” accounts of this event by Dares and Dictys and the story of its final stages by Quintus Smyrnaeus became popular. Episodes in it include the slaying of Rhesus during a night raid and the capture of the Palladium. Heroes who died during it included Memnon, Penthesilea, Sarpedon and Patroclus. Fought between an Achaean coalition led by Agamemnon and a city led by Priam, for ten points, what is this war described in the Iliad?
	Answer: The Trojan War (accept equivalents like The Fall of Troy; prompt on Troy)

2. This document asks for the recipient’s help in securing an alliance with Japan to form an untenable triple front against their common enemy. While the document gives an effective date of February 1st, it was not until March 1st that it was released to the general public, after which a declaration of war followed almost immediately. For ten points, identify this document sent in code by its namesake, the German ambassador to the United States, which advocated a Germanic-Mexican Alliance and did much to raise American popular ire against Germany during World War I.
Answer:	Zimmermann telegram (or Zimmermann dispatch or Zimmermann communique; accept other clear knowledge equivalents)

3. This state handed over control of Morea and Crete to the Ottomans in the 1718 treaty of Passarowitz, and was given to the Austrians in the 1797 treaty of Campo Formio. It is traditionally held to have been founded in 421 CE, and its greatest victory may have been the 1380 Battle of Chioggia, in which it defeated its rival, Genoa. It is known as the la serenissima and, for much of its history it was ruled by a Council of Ten and a Doge. For ten points, identify the Italian city known for the Bridge of Sighs and St. Marks Cathedral as well as for canals and gondolas.
	Answer: Venice (or Venetia or Venezia or Venedig)

4. [Computation - 15 seconds] Little Jon is fretting about his ACT. He is confident that he can achieve a 28 on English and Reading, as well as a 29 in Science. Assuming that these and Math are the only exam sections, that the Composite is simply the rounded mean of the section scores, and that a score with a decimal part of .5 will be rounded up, compute the minimum Math score that will get Jon the 30 Composite that he covets.
Answer: 33

5. This material comes in autochthonous and allochthonous varieties and it characterized by a grain size on the order of a micrometer, in many cases due to fossil remnants. This rock separates into its chief constituents, including its namesake, near 1300 Kelvins, and it may be phosphorylated to yield the common raw material for fertilizer. For ten points, name the sedimentary rock that may be metamorphosed to marble and that is composed mainly of calcium carbonate and lime.
	Answer: limestone

6. Though this group was still only a “Representation Committee” in the 1900 elections, it managed to get Richard Bell and Keir Hardie elected to the House of Commons. In, 1915 Arthur Henderson became this party’s first member chosen for a cabinet position, while for much of the 1960’s and 1970’s, it held power under Prime Ministers Harold Wilson and James Callaghan. Its first Prime Minister was Ramsey MacDonald and, in 1945, Clement Attlee led it to victory. For ten points, identify the British political party of which Tony Blair is a member, the major opponents of the Conservatives.
	Answer: Labour Party

7. In this play, the central themes of human freedom and self-responsibility are explained by its author’s doctrine of “existence precedes essence.” One of the characters accuses another of cowardice out of jealous love for the third. After exclaiming, “Enfer, c’est les autres,” or “Hell is other people”, the expatriate newspaperman Garcin attempts to escape, but instead foregoes the open door and chooses to remain and convince Estelle and Inez of his bravery. For ten points, name this masterpiece of Jean-Paul Sartre.
Answer:	No Exit (or Huis Clos)

8. This man’s Virgin and Child Between Saints Francis and Anthony was executed for the high altar of Sant’Antonio of Padua, while his powerful, wooden Repentant Magdalene stands in Santa Maria del Fiore. Many of this artist’s works in marble, including Saint Mark and Saint George, were created for the Or San Michele, and his bronze David is a nude, sword-wielding youth in a contemporary hat. For ten points, name the early Renaissance Italian sculptor best known for such works as The Feast of Herod, Lo Zuccone, and Gattamelata.
	Answer: Donatello

9. Because ion pairing occurs so often for these, the van’t Hoff factor is useful in calculating their effects for electrolytic solutions. The change that they bring about is proportional to the molality of the solute and a simple constant, and examples of them include osmotic pressure, boiling-point elevation, and freezing-point depression. For ten points, name these properties defined as depending only on the number and not the identity of particles in an ideal solution.
Answer:	colligative properties

10. This work tells of “streets that follow a tedious argument / Of insidious intent,” and the speaker exhorts the reader to go out “when the evening is spread out against the sky.” The title character of this poem constantly questions the actions of his past, thinking that he should have “scuttl[ed] across the floor of silent seas” and perhaps not measured out his life in coffee spoons. For ten points points, name this poem in which women come and go talking of Michelangelo, written by T.S. Eliot.
Answer:	“Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” (do not accept or prompt on “Prufrock”)

11. This contains the tectorial membrane, which runs across hair cells numbering nearly 25,000 and lining most of the basilar membrane. After the stapes acts on the oval window, a traveling pressure wave here results in a shearing force that affects the organ of Corti; consequently sound is transduced. This structure is named from the Latin for “snail shell” due to its shape. For ten points, name this structure of the inner ear that converts sound into neural impulses.
Answer:	cochlea

12. This group uses a calendar of 19 19-day months that was originally instituted by the Bāb, and its supreme governing body is the Universal House of Justice located in Haifa, Israel. The founder of this faith claimed to be the latest in a long series of divine manifestations and to have providence for uniting human religions, all of which are essentially equal. For ten points, name the syncretic, “universal” religion founded in 1863 by Bahā’Ullāh.
	Answer: Bahā’īsm (prompt on Bābīsm before the end)

13. In its most general form, this lemma states that the vector current density is equal to the product of the conductivity tensor and the electric field, though this is reduced to J = σE [“jay equals sigma ee”] for an isotropic conductivity. This law was first promulgated in 1827’s The Galvanic Circuit Investigated Mathematically and may be extended to ac circuits if the impedance rather than resistance is used. For ten points, identify the fundamental law of circuit theory, which is best known in the form V = IR.
	Answer: Ohm’s law

14. There were reputedly two distinct branches of this unfortunate movement, led by peasants known only as Stephen of Cloyes and Nicholas of Cologne, who may be the origin of the story of the pied piper of Hamlin. Modern scholarship tends to deny or deeply debate the validity of sources about this event, which claim, for example, that 30,000 were sold into Algerian slavery by Hugo Ferreus and William Porcus, and all of them French youthes under the age of 12. For ten points, name the largely mythical, 1212 CE attempt by European children to “conquer the Holy Land with love.“
Answer: Children’s Crusade

15. This man’s so-called “Freiburg Address” bashed the aristocratic Junker class, and his long work Economy and Society appeared soon after he delivered that address. His essay “Religious Rejections of the World and Their Directions” analyzed Western civilization in terms of “ideal types” and charismatic religious leaders, the latter of which became the basis for his famous idea that Calvinism was responsible for the rise of capitalism in Western society. For ten points, name this German sociologist, author of The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism.
Answer:	Max Weber

16. This man’s neighbor declared his Christmas lights “too bright,” and that same neighbor later took this man’s family heirloom hat, bell, and job of town crier. This entrepreneur is liked by everyone who counts, but nearly “drove [his beatnik parents] to Squaresville;” and his wife, like so many Americans, was killed by NASCAR. For ten points, name this resident of 740 Evergreen Terrace, owner of the Leftorium, father of Rod and Todd, and devout Christian neighbor of Homer Simpson.
Answer: Ned Flanders (accept Homeric responses such as “Lousy Flanders… stupid showoff,” “Stupid Sexy Flanders, etc.)

17. Into this body of water, which has a maximum depth of approximately 4,694 meters, drain the Kāveri and Godāvri rivers, and cities on it include Akyab and Vishākhapatnam. Bordered on the east by the Andaman Sea, this embayment bottlenecks into the Palk Strait about Sri Lanka. For ten points, name this Asian bay off of the Indian Ocean; the body of water on the East coast of India.
	Answer: Bay of Bengal

18. This man introduces himself as the 22-year-old Jim Steele to the prostitute Sunny, whose pimp Maurice busts him up for five extra dollars. In spite of his despise for Stradlater relationship with Jane Gallagher, he himself goes out with the “stupid” Sally Hayes. His red hunting hat is the same color as the hair of his little sister, Phoebe, whose innocence he repeatedly tries to protect. For ten points, name this former student at Pencey Prep, the hero of J.D. Salinger’s The Catcher in the Rye.
Answer:	Holden Caulfield (accept either)

19. Lesser members of this group included Martin Heade, John Casilear, Worthington Whittredge, and telegraph inventor Samuel Morse. Characteristic works in this style include Emigrants Crossing the Plains and Sunset in the Yosemite Valley by Albert Bierstadt, and Heart of the Andes by Fredrick Church. For ten points, identify this 19th century American school of painting that was founded by Doughty, Durand, and Cole and is named for a New York waterway.
Answer: the Hudson River School

20. His one-man expedition to Sakhalin resulted in a research thesis, but he later turned to fiction. His support of Alfred Dreyfus caused him to break with Suvorin’s newspaper ”New Time” before he turned to writing full-time, penning such long stories as ”Steppe.” However, he may be best known as a dramatist for writing such plays as Ivanov and The Seagull. For ten points, name this author of Uncle Vanya and creator of Lopakhin and the Ranevsky family in The Cherry Orchard.
Answer:	Anton Pavlovich Chekhov
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Bonus Questions

1. Name any three of the Wu ching, the five Confucian classics, for ten points each. You have 15 seconds to formulate your answer.
Answers: The Book of Odes (or The Classic of Odes, or The Classic of Songs, or the Book of Songs, or The Classic of Poetry, or The Book of Poetry, or Shih Ching);
The Book of Changes (or The Classic of Changes, or The Book of Divination, or The Classic of Divination, or I Ching);
The Book of Rites (or The Collection of Rites, or The Record of Rites, or The Book of Rituals, or The Collection of Rituals, or The Record of Rituals, or Li chi);
The Book of History (or The Classic of History, or The Classic of Documents, or The Book of Documents, or Shu Ching); and
The Spring and Autumn Annals (or The Spring and Autumn Chronicle, or Ch’un-ch’ui)
(accept the first three answers offered, accept answers in any order, and give due lenience for pronunciation and/or equivalent translations)

2. For ten points each, given the name of a former CEO, identify they company that they misled.
1. Bernard “Bernie” Ebbers
Answer: Worldcom, Incorporated (or MCI-Worldcom, Incorporated; Prompt on MCI, Incorporated)
2. Dennis Kozlowksi
Answer: Tyco International, Incorporated
3. Kenneth Lay
Answer: Enron Corporation

3. Answer each of the following about a fundamental particle family and its members for ten points.
1. This very light, negatively charged fermion is generally found in atoms bound to the positively charged nucleus in “orbitals,” where they exhibit wave-like behavior.
	Answer: electrons (or e-‘s)
2. These extremely light and inert particles were named by Fermi in the 1930’s. They come in three types and were deduced to exist by conservation of energy and momentum in electron processes.
	Answer: neutrinos (or ν’s [“NEWS”])
3. Electrons, τ [“tau”] particles, μ [“mu”] particles, and their associated neutrinos and anti-particles comprise this class of point-like, weakly interacting particles.
	Answer: leptons

4. Identify the following from Medieval British lit from clues for ten points each.
1. This author of the Book of the Dutchess and Troilus and Criseyde is probably best known for a work populated by the Reeve, the Miller and the Pardoner among others.
	Answer: Geoffrey Chaucer
2. In this famous morality play, the title character is deserted by Fellowship, Kindred, Cousin, and must depart to Death with only Good Deeds.
	Answer: Everyman
3. J.R.R. Tolkein wrote a notable translation of this poem attributed to the Pearl Poet. One title character arrives at the court of King Arthur at Christmas and allows the other to cut off his head if he can do the same the following year.
	Answer: “Sir Gawain and the Green Knight”

5. Given the territory, give the year of its acquisition. 10 points if exact, or 5 points within 5 years. Note that any points being awarded on a part will prevent that part from rebounding.
1. Hawaii
Answer:	1898 (accept any year from 1893–1903, inclusive, for five points)
2. Gadsden Purchase
Answer:	1854 (accept any year from 1849–1859, inclusive, for five points)
3. Florida
Answer:	1819 (accept any year from 1814–1824, inclusive, for five points)

6. Answer each of the following about a psychologist and his work for ten points.
1. This Swiss academic child prodigy in his adulthood formulated a four-stage theory about the mental development, or “genetic epistemology,” of children.
	Answer: Jean Piaget [pee-ah-ZHAY]
2. Name any stage in Piaget’s four-stage theory of childhood mind development.
Answers: sensorimotor, preoperational, concrete operational, and formal operational (accept any one; accept word forms, e.g. preoperations for preoperational; do not accept or prompt on “operational”)
3. Piaget’s interest in the intelligence of children led him to define this parameter, the ratio of a child’s “mental age” and physical age. He later opposed the overemphasis on testing to determine this on the part of his American counterparts, but to little avail.
	Answer: intelligence quotient

7. You may you jiggy with the bling-bling, but let’s see if you can answer these 1920’s slang for ten points each.
1. This is a small gathering place for friends to consume the devil alcohol. They are often password-protected, hence their name.
Answer: speak-easy
2. This is the common name for the giddy, attractive, and slightly unconventional young things that you’ll probably meet in your favorite hooch parlor. Mencken defines them as “somewhat foolish girl[s], full of wild surmises and inclined to revolt against the precepts and admonitions of [their] elders.”
Answer: flapper girls (or flappers)
3. Contraband is such an ugly word for these delightfully intoxicating late night shipments from Canada or other extra national locations. Think of it as crucial international trade goods.
Answer: moonshine

8. Answer each of the following about a basic operation of calculus for ten points.
1. Both derivatives and integrals are most commonly defined in terms of this algebraic generalization of the method of exhaustion. This was defined by Cauchy in terms of two parameters called ε [epsilon] and δ [delta].
	Answer: limits
2. Limits resulting directly in indeterminate forms like ∞/∞ [“infinity over infinity”] can often be resolved using this rule, which was first published in its namesake French Marquis’ textbook on differential calculus.
	Answer: L’Hôpital’s rule [low-pee-TALLZ rule, though be lenient]
3. While L’Hôpital’s rule is obviously named for L’Hôpital, it was, in fact, discovered by this Swiss mathematician, brother of Jakob, from whom L’Hôpital bought it.
	Answer: Johann Bernoulli (or John Bernoulli as it is sometimes Anglicized)

9. Answer each of the following about an artist and his work for ten points.
1. This mannerist was born Doménikos Theotokópoulos and studied in the workshop of Titian. His works include Christ Healing the Blind and Christ Clensing the Temple.
	Answer: El Greco (or the Greek one)
2. This 1597 El Greco canvas shows his adopted Spanish town under beautiful, gray clouds. A castle is visible at right, and a towered bridge at center. All the buildings have the almost otherworldly look of old marble.
	Answer: View of Toledo
3. Perhaps the most famous work of El Greco is this arched canvas created for Santo Tome. The title character, in full ceremonial armor, is laid to rest by an ancient bishop while, above, Christ pleads for the salvation of his soul.
	Answer: The Burial of Count Orgaz (or El Entierro del Conde de Orgaz)

10. Stuff about a novel for ten points each.
1. In this novel a young student robs and kills a pawnbroker as part of his attempt to become a Napoleonic benefactor of mankind but eventually confesses.
	Answer: Crime and Punishment (or Prestupleniye i nakazaniye)
2. This author of Notes from Underground and The Devils wrote Crime and Punishment.
	Answer: Feodor Mikhaylovich Dostoevsky
3. This is the protagonist of Crime and Punishment. His name means “schismatic” and he eventually finds redemption in the arms of Sonya Marmeladovna in Siberia.
	Answer: Rodion Romanovich Raskolnikov (prompt on Rodya or Rodka)

11. For ten points each, identify the state from its highest peak.
1. Denali.
Answer: Alaska
2. Mt. Washington.
Answer: New Hampshire
3. Mauna Kea.
Answer: Hawaii

12. Identify the German philosophers from clues for ten points each.
1. He searched for the synthetic a priori and developed his categorical imperative in The Critique of Pure Reason and Critique of Practical Reason, respectively.
	Answer: Immanuel Kant
2. He used his dialectic methodology to arrive at the Absolute in his Phenomenology of the Spirit, which also contains the famous master-slave dialectic.
	Answer: Georg Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel
3. This man developed the idea of “bracketing” as part of his theory of phenomenology. His works include Logical Inquiries and Formal and Transcendental Logic.
	Answer: Edmund Husserl

13. Name these plant hormones from clues, for ten points each.
1. These hormones are synthesized in the roots, and are most important for stimulating cell division.
Answer: cytokinins
2. This major plant hormone stimulates cell elongation, along with production of important vascular tissue used in transportation.
Answer: auxins
3. This gaseous hormone aids in the ripening of fruit and causes a release from bud dormancy.
Answer: ethylene (or CH4)

14. Answer these questions about an author and his work, for ten points each.
1. This guy collaborated on a screenplay for Moby Dick with John Huston, but may be better known for short story collections like Something Wicked This Way Comes and The Martian Chronicles.
Answer:	Ray Douglas Bradbury
2. This novel is probably Bradbury’s best-known work. It concerns Guy Montag, whose job is to burn books with fire, and the nuclear destruction and rebirth of the world.
Answer:	Fahrenheit 451
3. This novella tells of the 12-year-old Douglas Spaulding’s experience with a small Midwestern town and is based on Bradbury’s own youthful experiences in Waukegan, Illinois.
Answer:	Dandelion Wine

15. Identify the following about the liberation of South America from clues for ten points each.
1. This Venezuelan is known as “the Liberator” because he freed northern South America with the help of llanero leaders like Paez and Santander.
	Answer: Simon Bolivar
2. This lieutenant of Bolivar won the climactic battle of Ayacucho, guaranteeing the freedom of South America. His name lives on in the capital of a South American nation.
	Answer: Antonio Jose de Sucre
3. Prince Pedro Braganza became the first emperor of this nation when it declared its independence from the kingdom of Juan VI with the Cry of Ypiranga.
	Answer: Brazil

16. Answer each of the following about a sculptor and his work for ten points.
1. This most famous variety of abstract, kinetic sculpture is designed to oscillate or process at a given rate under the force of gravity or due to wind or a motor. Their name was coined at a 1932 Paris exhibition.
	Answer: mobiles
2. This American sculptor, illustrator, and jeweler is most famous for single-handedly creating the genre of kinetic sculpture with his mobiles, including an orange and black one for the National Gallery of Art.
	Answer: Alexander Stirling Caulder
3. This term was coined by Jean Arp in 1933 to describe sculptures that were not designed to move. They are the opposite of mobiles, though modern works by Chihuly and Christo, for example, have blurred this distinction somewhat.
	Answer: stabiles

17. Name these intermolecular forces, for ten points each.
1. These temporary forces are named for German physicist Fritz and exist among noble gas atoms and other non-polar molecules.
Answer:	London dispersion forces
2. This type of secondary bond usually occurs only with oxygen, nitrogen, fluorine, or its namesake. Its great strength relative to other secondary bonds arises from the large difference in polarity that creates it.
Answer:	hydrogen bond
3. Hydrogen bonding is a special case of this type of attraction, which results from the aligning of positive and negative ends of molecules.
Answer:	dipole-dipole attraction

18. Name these Hemingway novels from characters, for ten points each.
1. Lady Brett Ashley; Roy Cohn; Jake Barnes.
Answer:	The Sun Also Rises
2. Frederic Henry; Helen Ferguson; Catherine Barkley.
Answer:	A Farewell to Arms
3. Mr. Sing; Harry and Marie Morgan
Answer:	To Have and Have Not

19. For ten points each, given the name of a military operation, name the country that it targeted.
1. Operation Desert Fox.
Answer: Iraq
2. Operation Restore Hope.
Answer: Somalia
3. Operation Anaconda.
Answer: Afghanistan
20. [Computational Math – 10 seconds per part] Given the function file_0.unknown
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 [“you of arr equals four epsilon times the quantity quantity sigma over arr, close quantity, to the twelfth minus quantity sigma over arr to the sixth, close quantity, to the sixth, close quantity”], where ε [“epsilon”] and σ [“sigma”] are strictly positive constants, state each of the following for ten points.
1. (10 points) State file_1.unknown
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 [“the first derivative of you with respect to arr”].
	Answer: file_2.unknown
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 (accept equivalents, especially factorizations like file_3.unknown
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2. (10 points, all or nothing) Assuming that r is strictly finite and positive, find the value of r at which U (r) achieves a critical point and state the nature of that point.
	Answer: 21/6σ [“two to the one-sixth power times sigma,”] (accept equivalents like σ21/6 or file_4.unknown
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) and U (21/6σ) is a minimum
3. (10 points) State the value of U (r) at its minimum.
	Answer: -ε [“minus epsilon”]

